What is innovative and unique about this product?

What makes this Griffform Innovations® product unique is the use of superior design and materials in combination with the keen ability to recognize the problem and visualize the solution. This new product variation is no exception to the growing demand for needed innovations. Senior Living is clearly an expanding economy driven by demand and enhanced by suppliers. The Griffform® “Overflow Protected” Shower Pans are an evolution of years of production and thousands of products produced and delivered on American soil. Changing requirements, regulations and knowledge about senior living needs have required and demanded these improvements. One of the most beneficial elements in human behavior within free enterprise is competition, it drives Griffform® in advancements. This new product option provides safe, useful and responsible benefits which promotes excellence. Not only is our “Overflow Protection” a new innovation, it is likely the first of any such product. This makes it like Griffform Innovations®, unique.